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Abstract—Data-driven learning (DDL) developed from corpus linguistics plays a pioneering role in the 

evolution of EFL teaching, allowing the learners to indentify and induce language rules by observing 

numerous real corpora concordances. With the guidance of new teaching notion advocated by College English 

Curriculum Requirements in China, DDL model has become the tendency for college English learners' 

efficient and autonomous learning. It becomes urgent to take advantage of this method and apply it to college 

vocabulary teaching. Compared with traditional foreign language teaching and learning method, data-driven 

learning is characterized by “autonomic learning”, “authentic language input”, “self-discovery”, and “bottom-

up inductive learning”, which will conducive to the formation of the students' personalized learning abilities 

and the development of their autonomic learning abilities. 

 

Index Terms—data-driven learning (DDL), vocabulary teaching, EFL, corpus 

 

From the 1990s, computer network as the core of modern information technology are developing rapidly, providing 

more favorable conditions and vast space for foreign language teaching. The international education circles attach great 

importance to the development of learners‟ basic knowledge and practical abilities to autonomically access, analyze, 

process and use the information through computer and network.  

In 2004, the Ministry of Education of China promulgated the "College English Curriculum Requirements (For Trial 

Implementation)" (2004) which marks the beginning of a new round of college English teaching reform. One of the 
most important parts of this reform is to vigorously promote the application of information technology in college 

English reform, seeking to use the new teaching model nationwide. "College English Curriculum Requirements" (2007) 

holds “the new model should be based on modern information technology, particular network technology, so that 

English language teaching will be free from the constraints of time and place, taking into consideration students' 

individualized and autonomous learning”. English Teachers should apply a large number of advanced information 

technology into college English curriculum design, and develop and construct a variety of computer and network-based 

courses. 

These requirements not only clearly indicate the emphasis of our college English teaching in language teaching, but 
also put forward a new aim to improve the current teaching methods. 

I.  THE PROBLEMS OF CURRENT COLLEGE ENGLISH VOCABULARY TEACHING AND COLLEGE ENGLISH TEACHING REFORM 

IN CHINA 

Vocabulary is a fundamental component of a language and of critical importance to the EFL learners. Vocabulary 

teaching is an important component of language teaching. 

However there are still many problems existing in vocabulary teaching in China‟s EFL class. The teaching forms are 

relatively simple, and the teaching methods are lack of innovation. In traditional vocabulary teaching, the sample 

sentences are usually extracted from a certain dictionary or compiled by teachers, which contain a limited amount of 
information and are difficult to guarantee the authenticity of the sentences. The Sentences, which show no adequacy and 

vividness, fail to arouse the students' attention, and is unbeneficial to cultivating learner‟ initiative. In general, the 

present English vocabulary teaching still sticks to the teachers and textbooks centered pattern, and the top-down 

traditional foreign language teaching mode, in which teaching content and methods focus on abstract explaining and 

simple exercises. 

II.  CORPUS 

A corpus (plural „corpora‟) is simply a collection of texts. A corpus is a large and principled collection of naturally 

occurring texts. The size of a corpus can range from tens of millions of words to a few thousand. The texts can be either 
transcripts of spoken language (increasingly with sound or visual files attached) or written language that has been 

scanned from books, newspapers etc. or downloaded electronically. 
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With the rapid development and wide application of computer technology, computer technology-based corpus 

technology becomes mature and become a powerful tool for the language study and teaching. Great concern given by 

the language researchers and language teachers, contemporary large-scaled corpora came into being. 

For example, British National Corpus (BNC) comprises approximately 100 million words of written texts (90%) and 

transcripts of speech (10%), which aims to represent the universe of contemporary British English. Collins Birmingham 

University International Language Database (COBUILD) comprises approximately 500 million words. These large 

corpora can be used to help us study on the cross-cultural and cross-language English comparative analysis. 
Corpus Linguistics in China began in the 1980s, which has been rapidly developed during the past 20 years. Now 

many corpora have been built. JDEST (Jiao Da English Corpus for Science and Technology) and Chinese Learner 

English Corpus (CLEC) was developed around the year 2000. There are other famous corpora in China such as the 

Corpora of English Education in China (CEEC), International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), and Spoken and 

Written English Corpus of Chinese Learners (SWECCL). A corpus is always designed for a particular purpose and the 

type of corpus will depend on its purpose (He, 2004). 

For the study on corpus in foreign language teaching, many of the relevant theories and applications of corpus have 

been introduced. Yang (2002) holds the view that the applications of corpus are reflected in the statistics of language 
frequency, dictionary compilation, the study on vocabulary collocation, language teaching and natural language 

processing. Zhen (2005) makes a systematic introduction and illustration of the idea, methods and techniques of corpus 

based data-driven foreign language learning. He believes that compared with traditional English teaching and learning, 

data-driven learning is characterized by “autonomic learning”, “authentic language input”, “self-discovery”, and 

“bottom-up inductive learning”. 

III.  DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING 

One of the significant features of corpus-based study is data-driven. The data-driven quantitative analysis makes us 

discover the problems that we could not find by intuition. DDL (data-driven learning) refers to the discovery and 
exploration-based learning model based on corpus by using the original data in the corpus or the retrieval results by the 

corpus se retrieval tools. 

A.  DDL, Constructivism, Lexical Grammar Theory 

Constructivism as a paradigm or worldview posits that learning is an active, constructive process. The learner is an 
information constructor. People actively construct or create their own subjective representations of objective reality. 

New information is linked to prior knowledge, thus mental representations are subjective (Feng & Cai, 2009). 

In the view of constructivist, learning is a constructive process in which the learner is building an internal illustration 

of knowledge, a personal interpretation of experience. This representation is continually open to modification, its 

structure and linkages forming the ground to which other knowledge structures are attached.  Learning is an active 

process in which meaning is accomplished on the basis of experience. This view of knowledge does not necessarily 

reject the existence of the real world, and agrees that reality places constrains on the concepts that are, but contends that 

all we know of the world are human interpretations of our experience of the world. Conceptual growth comes from the 
sharing of various perspectives and the simultaneous changing of our internal representations in response to those 

perspectives as well as through cumulative experience. 

The Theory of Constructivism is the theoretical basis of "the English teaching model based on computer and 

classroom" (Zhang, 2010, p.59). Data-driven learning embodies the Theory of Constructivism by making language 

learners research the language system on their own and become the masters of language learning. 

Lexical Grammar Theory is an important theoretical contribution of linguist Sinclair for language study. Sinclair 

(2009) believes that a description of English cannot divide the language into two separate components, lexis and 

grammar, since grammatical features are decided by lexis and all lexical elements can have grammatical patterns. He 
observes that lexical meaning and grammatical meaning make up the word meaning, as neither can exist without the 

other, and many uses of words and phrases show a tendency to co-occur with certain grammatical choices. Lexical 

Grammar Theory maintains that language teaching should start from lexis and their core meanings and the most typical 

collocations in language teaching and learning. Special attention should be paid to that most frequently occurring high-

frequency lexis. In this theory, the meaning of word depends on their surrounding lexical items and frequent semantic 

selective tendency, and the context of the words meaning is constructed by highlighting word‟s collocation, colligation, 

semantic preference and semantic prosody semantic prosody by corpus. 

B.  Definition of DDL 

DDL (data-driven learning) is defined by Johns (1991) in 1991 as “the use in the classroom of computer-generated 

concordances to get students to explore regularities of patterning in the target language, and the development of 

activities and exercises based on concordance output.” 

It is an approach based on corpus and concordance-based materials to learn language. Learners who have a certain 
problem will use of retrieval software to discover rules and draw conclusions on the basis of observing and analyzing a 

large number of real corpus, and master a grammatical structure or word usage through real-time practice. So the 
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learning is also known as "research-then-theory" approach. Since the concept was proposed in 1991, an increasing 

emphasis on data-driven learning has been paid at home and abroad. Many scholars in China have proposed the 

application of DDL into the innovation and development of English teaching. 

Hunston (2002, p.170) also points out that “DDL involves setting up situations in which students can answer 

questions about language themselves by studying corpus data in the form of concordance lines or sentences”. 

C.  The Characteristics of DDL 

There is a big difference data-driven language learning and traditional teaching mode. Its characteristics can be 

summarized in four aspects (Zhen, 2005). 

First, DDL centers on learner autonomy. Data-driven learning emphasizes the students' autonomic learning, in which 

activities in the class are student-centered rather than led by the teacher to give full play to their personal characteristics. 

Learners are not passive recipients of the knowledge, but take on the active roles of discoverers and researchers, sorting 
through massive language data to discover rules and patterns embedded in the data, and can self-regulate learning 

strategies according to their own requirements. In other words, learner autonomy is cultivated by encouraging students 

to be responsible for their own learning. 

Second, DDL uses authentic, rich massive corpora as the main language input. Corpus-based data-driven learning 

provides students with high quality, vast amounts of language data from real communicative activities. In a word, data-

driven learning can create an authentic language environment for students to improve their language intuition to 

practice their ability to deal with language variation, in order to help them acquire authentic language. 

Third, DDL emphasizes the exploration and discovery of learning process. Students learn through problem-solving 
activities rather than being instructed directly by the teacher. Data-driven learning provides students with a lot of real 

data based on corpus, to guide students to observe the learning process according to their own needs to experience, 

explore, and discover the knowledge of language. As a result, the language knowledge that students acquire will be 

more authentic and systemic, and the impression will be deeper. 

Finally, DDL advocates bottom-up, inductive learning. Not in the data-driven learning, students first come into 

contact with a large amount of authentic language data, but not prescriptive grammatical rules. After their independent 

observations, they will generalize grammatical rules. With concordance software, students can easily obtain a list of 

contextualized examples of the investigated feature when dealing with tasks such as the acquisition of grammatical 
structures and lexical items. 

D.  Three Procedures of DDL 

Tim Johns (1991) describes his procedures of Identify-Classify-Generalize for classroom based on concordances and 

data-driven learning. 
The first step of the procedure is to identify the structure under examination. It is possible for the structures or words 

to be teacher- or class- generated. Class-generated questions would create an immediate interest in the lesson as it 

would be a response to a learner's question. After identifying the area of inquiry a concordance research is necessary to 

find the citations. The citations are then edited to produce a list of the structures or words in the chosen context.  

Classification is the second step of Johns' procedure. It is necessary so that the learners will not be discouraged by 

encountering overwhelming files of data. The teacher may make the classification for the students if the corpus is too 

big or the citation is too difficult. 

Generalizing is the act of inductively constructing rules describing the usage of the structures or words. The act of 
generalizing represents an essential part of the learning process with a DDL activity because students are actively 

engaged with the cognitive process of generalizing rules for the language. This process of generalizing is completely 

foreign to many Chinese students who are educated in an educational system that values memorization rather than the 

production of generalizations or theories. 

IV.  THE APPLICATION OF DDL IN VOCABULARY TEACHING 

In China, though corpus is still dominantly used in language research, there have been several researchers putting it 

to classroom teaching. Based on the theoretical directions, both home and abroad, latest researches have attempted to 

integrate corpus to language learning, vocabulary learning dominantly. In effect, DDL can provide such a space in 
which natural language is the dominant component, for in the term of "data-driven learning", "data" refers to authentic 

texts, the fundamental elements of the corpora. 

Vocabulary is the "building blocks" of language, and is the basis of language understanding expression. 

DDL is an advanced computer-aided teaching mode based on corpus index. DDL advocates students to take the 

initiative to explore vocabulary usage to accurately grasp the vocabulary by observing authentic linguistic phenomenon. 

Through DDL, the authentic data can assist learners in getting accustomed to the target language communication and 

help them acquire the language use successfully. The fact that the corpus can offer authentic materials conveniently 

makes data-driven learning valuable in foreign language pedagogy. 
This new teaching model can really enrich the amount of information in the classroom. On the other hand and change 

the traditional vocabulary teaching method. More importantly, the large amount of language materials in corpus will 
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provide learners with a variety of inductive and deductive language learning opportunities, to deepen learners' 

acquisition of the target knowledge.  

It not only brings about a challenge to the traditional foreign language teaching model which centers on teachers and 

textbooks, but also provides a new idea to solve the various problems in English vocabulary teaching. 

A.  The Innovative Application of DDL in Vocabulary Teaching 

With the extensive application of information technology, the growing popularity of multimedia technology in 

language teaching no doubt provides the necessary technical prerequisites for foreign language learning. At present, 

classroom teaching equipments have realized networking, and students' abilities of using network technology have 

gradually increased. Multimedia teaching has been applied into various disciplines. The major corpora have become 

shared resources, and part of the corpus retrieval software can be downloaded directly on the computer. All these 

factors provide research basics for the implementation and carrying out of data-driven learning in foreign language 
teaching. 

In vocabulary learning, learners can enter the word string that they want to retrieve, and will extract the examples 

related to this word or a particular language phenomenon with corpus retrieve function within a few seconds from a 

corpus of thousands of millions of words. 

Learners can find the grammatical rules of the word by the help of these instances to achieve the effect of drawing 

inferences. The examples can also help them grasp the usage of words, their collocations, their language environment, 

and their co-occurrence with a specific grammatical structure. The observation and analysis of concordance can deepen 

their impression on some of the vocabulary and linguistic phenomena, and enhance their language awareness, which 
will make them truly master the word usage and collocation context in the target language in the process of the self-

exploration. 

One of the main techniques of corpus linguistics is a word concordance, which should also be a common means of 

data-driven learning. The target words are always presented in the KWIC (keywords in context) format, which lists all 

the contexts of the same word together, where the target word is always highlighted, which can save learners‟ energy 

and help to focus their attention. In this way, the learners could learn the target words intentionally. Concordance line 

refers to the co-occurrence of keywords and their context. Currently, much corpus software has index functions, such as 

Mconcord, Wordsmith. Inputting keywords, the software automatically retrieves the corpus, showing the context with a 
fixed number of words around the keywords, and the keywords are displayed on the screen. The number of words on 

the left or the right of the keywords makes up the “word span” of the keyword. The words in the word span constitute 

the context of the key words. The context is a continuous text around the keywords, which can be extendedly displayed 

in the line, paragraph, or even discourse that the keywords lie in. Retrieval can be widely used in the study of English 

vocabulary, grammar and discourse. 

At present, data-driven learning is mostly applied in English vocabulary teaching, including collocation, colligation, 

and semantic prosody. 

a. Collocation 
Collocation is undoubtedly one of the most important concepts in the field of linguistics and applied linguistics. 

Sinclair (1991) defined collocation as the co-occurrence of two or more words within a short distance in the text. For 

general language teaching and research, collocation is a sequence of words with certain non-idiom meaning in the text 

and used following certain grammatical forms, the words making up the sequence co-occur with a greater probability 

than accident. (Wei, 2001) 

The analysis of collocation is of great significance in the study of word behavior. Words and words‟ collocation not 

only play a restrictive role to the establishment of the syntactic structure relations, but also are the fundamental basis for 

the realization of meaning and the elimination of ambiguity. 
Now, we will take the word “avoid” for an example. Teachers need to guide students how to observe the usage and 

the overall features of the collocation of “avoid” through the concordance lines. We carry out KWIC retrieval in BNC 

(British National Corpus, 100 million) online. Part of the concordance lines are shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Concordance lines of “avoid”. 
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Before class teachers need to edit the original concordance lines and show them to students in the classroom. Under 

the guidance of teachers, students may find two main grammatical structures of “avoid” through observations, that is, 

“avoid + noun” and “avoid + doing”. However, students cannot directly observe typicality of the collocated words, as 

well as the lexeme distribution (lexeme refers to the location of collocation words in the span), which is determined by 

statistical tools using Z-score or T-score. The higher the Z -score or T-score, the more typical the collocation is, and 

vice versa. We can use such as TACT and CAST software. Fig. 2 is the collocation words of “avoid” counted from the 

BROWN Corpus by Zhen (2005) (in descending order of the Z-score). Teachers can try to provide the collocation 
words and concordance lines of “avoid” for students to observe and generalize. They may also contrast the collocations 

of “avoid” of learners to point out their errors. 
 

 
Figure 2. Z-score of collocates of “avoid”. 

 

b.  Colligation 

Colligation is an important concept in the study of word collocation, which refers to the combination of abstract 

grammatical categories in the text, that is, the grammatical structure and framework of the collocation. For example, “V 

+ N” represents a colligation. Through the establishment of colligation, we can find the grammatical pattern of the 
vocabulary. Words with different meanings have different grammatical patterns, and different words in the same 

grammatical pattern have certain connection in the meaning. For example, grammatical patterns of each word are given 

in Collins COBUILD English Dictionary. One of the grammatical patterns of “blaze” is “VP with n” (Her Eyes blazed 

with fury.) Mastering the characteristics of grammatical patterns is of great important for students to use foreign 

languages fluently and accurately. 

Zhen (2005) took the noun “matter” as an example, adopting KWIC retrieval method by using Wordsmith software 

to search it from the BROWN corpus. Part of the concordance lines are shown in Fig. 3. Students can observe the 

concordance lines to find several major grammatical patterns of “matter”: “a N of n /-doing”, “a N-of pl-n”, and a fixed 
phrase. 

 

 
Figure 3. Concordance lines of “matter‟. 

 

c.  Semantic Prosody 
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Semantic prosody refers to the semantic atmosphere created by the typical collocates of the keyword in its context 

(Wei, 2002a), which can be roughly divided into positive prosody, neutral prosody or intricate mixed prosody and 

negative prosody (Stubbs, 1996). Semantic prosody opens up a new research orientation for corpus linguistics, and 

provides a new perspective to the observation and description of word behavior (Wei, 2002b). According to Wei 

(2002a), the study on semantic prosody can be carried out by the following methods. (1) Build up a colligation, 

summarize and describe the semantic prosody of keywords based on data; (2) Calculate collocates, study semantic 

prosody by data-driven approach; (3) Build up the structure of semantic prosody based on a combination of data and 
data-driven approach. Regardless of which method to be adopted, the study must be data driven. Only with corpus, the 

semantic prosody that the words may have can be described scientifically by the statistics, analysis and generalization 

of data. 

For example: Wei (2002b) studied the semantic prosody of “cause” by using Wordsmith to retrieve in JDEST corpus. 

“Cause” appears a total of 949 times, whose significant collocations can be determined by Z-score test, as shown in Fig. 

4. Significant collocations reveal the typical behavior of the node word, which is the basis of the research of semantic 

prosody. 
 

 
Figure 4. Features of Collocates of “cause”. 

 

B.  Construct a Corpus 

Obtaining the corpus data becomes very easy by the support of computer technology and network. In the process of 

constructing a corpus, you need to consider the following principles. (1) Principle of authenticity. The data collected in 

the corpus must be authentic and natural. (2) Principle of representativeness. The selection of the corpus should cover a 

wide range of content and fields, and the constitution and selection of corpus should not be limited to one area, but take 

into account the representativeness and balance of the selected corpus in different domains of language. (3) Principle of 

dynamic. The large amount of data in the corpus needs to be updated constantly. Although a corpus collects a massive 
data, it cannot cover all the language content. Languages develop with the development of society and are dynamic. (4) 

Principle of openness. Corpus itself is an open system, into which a variety of text resources and audio materials are 

filtered, and can interconnect with other corpora.  

According to the needs of different courses, we can first construct small corpus for our teaching. For example, in 

order to explain the abstract translation in science and technology paper, teachers can in advance self-construct Science 

and Technology Abstract Corpus, which includes a certain number of Chinese and English abstracts from online China 

Knowledge Resource Integrated Database. The selected abstracts may be classified in accordance with the disciplines, 

and the right amount of original data for each discipline should be included to construct the Chinese Students' Science 
and Technology Abstracts Corpus. In addition, we can also self-construct Foreign Scholars‟ Science and Technology 

Abstracts corpus. 

In Class, teachers could allow students to contrast the Chinese students‟ English abstracts to their Chinese abstracts, 

let them make genre analysis, and summarize language differences between English and Chinese abstracts, such as 

tense, voice and so on. In addition, by comparing the abstracts of Chinese students with foreign scholars, we can guide 

students to discover the errors usually made by the Chinese students in abstract writing, and promote teaching and 

academic development. 
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C.  The Vocabulary Teaching Mode Based on DDL 

According to the teaching objectives and content, teachers will select appropriate content from the corpus to produce 

the illustrated teaching classes, and design individualized teaching task in view of the characteristics and language skills 

of students. On the first stage, determine the problems to be solved and the solutions to the problem by using corpus. On 
the second stage, carry out classroom activities based on corpus to guide students to find answers to the questions 

independently and participate in classroom exchanges. On the third stage, assign some tasks to enable students to use 

corpus resources with target.  

Teachers can fist give students the available corpus, and teach them how to use the retrieval tools for autonomic 

learning. Here are several teaching modes. 

Mode 1: Before class, teachers need to extract the concordance lines of a word in the corpus by retrieval software, 

and in the class, show the data to the students by multimedia. Next, the students are asked to discuss the law behind the 
authentic language phenomena in groups in the classroom. If permitted, we can also enable students to independently 

use the retrieval software to extract and analyze more real data from the corpus. Finally, under the guidance of the 

teacher, students need to summarize the characteristics of collocation, grammar patterns, context and co-occurrence. 

Mode 2: Before starting a new lesson, first teachers need to determine word to learn in this unit, and require students 

to produce “co-occurrence in context” of the word in groups with corpus to observe and induce language rules. In the 

class, each group exchanges their retrieval results, and then summarizes the rules of usage again. At the same time, 

teachers can lead students to contrast the results of discussion to that in the dictionary, and further find examples from 

the corpus for those usages which are not clear enough to strengthen the students‟ language awareness. 
Mode 3: teachers can produce co-occurrence of a word from a corpus according to the difficult levels of the unit, and 

replace the word in the concordance lines with other unrelated alternative symbols. Students are asked to determine its 

part of speech with the context before and after the word, guess its meaning and summarize its usage.  

D.  The Orientation of Teachers’ and Students’ Role 

There is great difference between the traditional teaching model and corpus-based data-driven teaching mode, the 

latter reflecting the principle of combining practicability, infotainment and interesting in English teaching in favor of 

mobilizing the enthusiasm of both teachers and students. This new teaching mode, in particular, reflects the dominant 

position of and the leading role of teachers in the teaching process. 

Teaching space becomes open, and teachers‟ role changes from the traditional knowledge initiator to the organizers 

and instructors of the teaching process, the assistors and promoters of the construction of meaning. The status of 

students changes from passive recipients into active constructors of knowledge. 

The most critical step in DDL is learners summarize the concordance lines to arrive at language rules under the 
guidance of teachers. DDL emphasizes the student-centered exploratory learning mode, which fundamentally alters the 

traditional top-down teaching mode. Students, who change to researchers, constantly summarize from a large number of 

language input. The learning process makes them get the satisfaction of success, enhance their self-confidence, and 

further stimulates their interest in learning. The questions brought up in DDL could be set by the teacher according to 

the syllabus, or could be created by learners in their summarization. Learners collect large amounts of authentic 

information from the “context” in corpus, breaking the traditional teaching mode in which learners only rely on 

reference books and dictionaries to learn a word, so that students can get a lot of authentic language input. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

Foreign language teaching has always insisted on the innovation of teaching method. Corpus-based data-driven 

teaching and learning provide a large number of instances of real context, and create a learning environment to attract 

learners‟ attention, be conducive to enhance their memory and help them to use context to obtain the word semantics 

and summarize the grammatical rules. In DDL, the student-centered classroom design puts more emphasis on classroom 

interaction, in which students can communicate through their own understanding of the language knowledge inducted 

from the corpus, to achieve the purpose of the acquisition of language rules. This learning mode emphasizes the 

learner‟s autonomic learning ability to explore and discover language knowledge based on corpus according to their 

own needs so as to continuously introspect and induce language rules. DDL changes the dominant position of teachers 
in traditional teaching. Teachers change from initiators into the organizers and counselors of teaching. The relation 

between teachers and students has thus become more mutually cooperative. 
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